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1 Introduction
• Public opinion is important in various economic early warning tasks.
- Public opinions on market prosperity may influence customers’ and investors’ expectations
and thus impact the economic systems.
- Monitoring public opinions may help to detect early signals of the market change. It is a
new challenge to develop economic early warning mechanisms using public opinions in the
public media.

• Real-estate prosperity analysis is crucial and there is a call for early warning
mechanisms on real estate market.
-

The main purpose of this study is to provide support for the government and
investment institutions to monitor the real estate market.

1 Introduction
• Internet news reflects public opinion.
- Traditional macroeconomic early warning and forecasting methods are mostly based on statistical
indicators released by government agencies. These data have been criticized by delay of
publication and narrow data coverage.
- Internet data has the characteristics of diverse forms, strong real-time and wide coverage.
- Internet news data has a certain degree of objectivity, and it also has certain sentiment tendencies.
It always represents a group of public opinions through concisely expressed news comments and
argumentations.

• This paper attempts to collect Internet news data, develop a public opinion
dictionary with context related sentiment scores, and construct public opinion
indexes to reflect the dynamics of the real estate market in China.
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2 Related works
2.1 News Data in Economic Monitoring or Early Warning
• Sentiment analysis has been widely used in the economic field and appeared in the stock
market early.
-

The data usually used for sentiment analysis can be common quantitative index data (Baker et al.,
2012; Liu X, 2019) and unstructured text data (Cenesizoglu, 2015).

• News data in forecasting and early warning of financial markets.
• The processing of news data is divided into two methods: statistical dictionary method and
machine learning method.
-

Statistics Dictionary Methods: TPU (2019), EPU (2016), and WTU (2017) selected newspapers in
related fields, counted news related to economic policies, and constructed indexes to reflect the
uncertainty of economic policies.

-

Machine Learning Methods: LDA, SVM, Deep Learning and Neural Networks, etc.

2 Related works
2.2 Real Estate Monitoring using Internet Data
• Survey data
-

Past research often used survey data to consider the impact of social expectations on
the real estate market.

-

e.g. Gupta R et al. (2019) used quarterly survey data from March 1975 to March
2014 to construct the housing confidence index, which is used to predict the growth
of US home sales.

• Internet data
-

Several researches attempted to incorporate Internet data into the research of the
real estate market.

-

Internet news data, social media comments, etc.

2 Related works
2.3 Research Gap
• Keyword Set Construction
-

In most researches about news text for economic monitoring, the keyword sets are mostly
dependent on research targets. It would be worth well to create a systematic keyword set
construction method, which ensures the keywords coverage and avoids introducing noises.

• Domain-specific Emotional Quantification Dictionary
-

Most studies use established common purpose dictionaries, which may not applicable in market
monitoring.

-

Semantic and statistic linkage among subject words and sentiment words need to be modeled to
construct a comprehensive and concise keyword dictionary.

• Stability of Keyword Set
-

Due to the huge amount of Internet data, the stability of the keyword set extracted from news data
has not been fully tested.
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3 Methodology

3.1
Research
Framework

3 Methodology
3.2 Dictionary Construction
The goal of this section is to build a quantified dictionary that is particularly relevant to real estate
market news.
3.2.1 Words Base Formulation
Ø Select seed words
-

Seed word is the basis for constructing a dictionary and an important standard for reflecting the
emotional tendency of news.

-

Words that indicate trends such as "rise" and "fall" are the topics that best incarnate a news story.

-

This paper uses TF-IDF and TextRank algorithms to select seed words.

Ø Expand the seed word
-

Due to the limited number of label samples, the extraction of seed words may be limited.

-

Use "Harbin Institute of Technology synonyms forest" to find synonyms for seed words.

-

The forest can give the correlation between new words and seed words.

3 Methodology
Ø Merged with emotional dictionaries
-

In order to enrich the content covered by the dictionary, consider adding
emotional words.

-

"Tsinghua Li Jun Chinese Derogatory Dictionary", "Taiwan University NTUSD
Affective Dictionary" and "Hownet Affective Dictionary".

3.2.2 Context Based Scoring
We will build a dictionary that can quantify news. Each word in the dictionary must have a
corresponding context related polarity score.
Ø Seed words

𝑉!,# = #

1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑃 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝
−1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝

3 Methodology
Ø Extended seed words
-

The correlation of the expanded synonyms in the words forest is recorded as 𝑐! , and
the context related polarity score of the synonyms i in the dictionary is recorded as 𝑉",! .
𝑉",! = #

𝑐! , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑃 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝
−𝑐! , 𝑖 ∈ 𝐷𝑂𝑊𝑁 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝

Ø Sentiment words
-

This paper uses the method based on mutual information PMI and word frequency
mapping to assign values for sentiment words. PMI is a special case of mutual
information (NMI). It is used in text processing to calculate the degree of correlation
between two words. Processing in 3 steps.

3 Methodology
Step 1.

Calculate the PMI for each sentiment word to seed word and its extension.
Retain the results that are more relevant to the seed word and its expansion (PMI>1.5).
The PMI of sentiment word i to seed word j is:
𝑃𝑀𝐼!,$ =

𝑃 𝑖, 𝑗
×𝑉$
𝑃 𝑖 𝑃 𝑗

Where 𝑉$ is context related sentiment score of the seed word or its extension.
Step 2. Calculate the PMI of sentiment word i to the seed words and their extensions
from the UP group or the DOWN group.
UP group includes words with positive polarity, and DOWN group includes words with
negative polarity.
𝑃𝑀𝐼!,%& = 𝐴𝑣𝑒'∈)* 𝑃𝑀𝐼!,'

𝑃𝑀𝐼!,+,-. = 𝐴𝑣𝑒'∈+,-. (𝑃𝑀𝐼!,' )

𝑃𝑀𝐼!,%& , 𝑃𝑀𝐼!,%& − 𝑃𝑀𝐼!,+,-. > 0
𝑃𝑀𝐼! = =
𝑃𝑀𝐼!,/012 , 𝑃𝑀𝐼!,%& − 𝑃𝑀𝐼!,+,-. < 0
When the difference of absolute values is too small, it means that the sentiment word has
no obvious polarity in semantic relations and is not suitable to be added to our dictionary,
so it is deleted.

3 Methodology
Step3. The PMI value is normalized and mapped to the polarity value range of seed word
and its extended.
𝑅3""/ = ∑$∈450%&

&!""#,%&
*!""#

𝑅3"2 =

&!"',(&
∑'∈450%&
*!"'

6

𝑉3,! = 6 !"' ×𝑃𝑀𝐼!
!""#

𝑝3""/,$ is the frequency of the seed word and its extension j in the sample corpus.
𝑃3""/ is the total frequency of the seed word and its extension in the group.
𝑅3"2 is the proportion of sentiment words, which is the same as the calculation process of 𝑅3""/ .
𝑅3"2 /𝑅3""/ represents the frequency relationship between sentiment words and seed words in the corpus.
This method can associate sentiment words with seed words and their extensions and prevent the context
related sentiment score of sentiment words from being too large.

A quantitative real estate public opinion dictionary with context related sentiment score has
been constructed. Record the dictionary as 𝑫 =< 𝑾, 𝑷𝒘 , 𝑺𝒘 >, where W is the word, 𝑃% is the polarity of
W, and 𝑆% is the context related sentiment score of W.

3 Methodology
3.3 Opinion Index Calculation and
Evaluation
3.3.1 Quantification of News Text
Merge the news headline with the body, use JIEBA to tokenize and remove stop words. Then quantify
a news article.
𝑁𝑉! = D(𝑁𝑒𝑔×𝑉 105/ !2 ! )
where Neg is a negative coefficient.
-

Considering the influence of negative words on semantics, when there are an odd number of negative
words in the sentence (double negative form affirmative), the sentence has a passive tone.

-

In the process of quantifying text, search for the range of the 3 words before and after the word. If
there are an odd number of negative words, the Neg of the word is 1, otherwise the Neg is -1.

3 Methodology

3.3 Opinion Index Calculation and Evaluation
3.3.2 Construction of Public Opinion Index
-

The daily public opinion index is 𝑃𝑂𝐼/ = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑁𝑉/,! ). Similarly,
the monthly public opinion index 𝑃𝑂𝐼7 is:

𝑃𝑂𝐼& = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑃𝑂𝐼&,! ;
3.3.3 Evaluation
-

Time Difference Analysis
Peak-and-trough Analysis
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4 Empirical Results
4.1 Data Collection

Data

Quantity

Screening method

China Real Estate
News Data

2015/4-2019/11

39268

The tittle contains the news of "楼", "房", "宅", "住",
"地", "建", "筑", and "租", as well as news containing
"房价" in the text body.

First-tier city real
estate news data

2015/4-2019/11

24638

Based on national data, select "北京", "上海", "深圳"
and "一线" news in the text.

Beijing Real Estate
2015/4-2019/11
News Data

16811

On the basis of national data, news that includes "
北京" in the text is filtered.

600

Manual labeling, with 300 news each showing
overheating and overcooling in the real estate
market.

labeled real estate
news data

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Date

/

The news comes from Sina Real Estate News website.
Crawled more than 80,000 real estate news (including time, title and body).
time span: April 2015 to November 2019.
kept news with texts larger than 300 words.
Manually calibrated 600 pieces of tag news data, including 300 pieces of news about overheating and
undercooling in the real estate market.

4 Empirical Results
4.2 The Real Estate Public Opinion Dictionary
4.2.1 Word Base Formulation and Scoring
-

We use TextRank and TF-IDF algorithms to perform preliminary extraction of keywords for the overheated
news (300 news) and undercooled news (300 news) that describe the real estate market.
Combine the results of the two algorithms to get the seed word list. The obtained seed words are 22 in the UP
group and 25 in the DOWN group.

Method
TextRank
TF-IDF
Final seed word

Trend word
Others
Trend word
Others
Trend word
Others

UP Quantity
13
7
12
5
14
8

DOWN Quantity
13
7
13
7
15
10

p In the UP group, there are 14 seed words related to the trend,
such as "上涨", "增长", "上升", "增加", "超过", "提升", "暴涨
", "回暖", "上浮", "回升", "加码", "加快", "升温" and "上调";
there are 8 other words, such as "涨幅", "发展", "热点", "增速",
"溢价", "放松", "高位" and "放宽".
p In the DOWN group, There are 15 trend words in the DOWN
group of seed words, such as "降温", "下降", "下跌", "收紧", "
回落", "下滑", "下调", "降价", "减少", "下行", "收窄", "放缓",
"退烧", "低迷" and "低位"; there are 10 other words, such as "
调控", "限购", "跌幅", "风险", "降幅", "管控", "限价", "控制",
"抑制" and "遏制".

4 Empirical Results
-

Synonym expansion of the seed word got 74 UP expansion words and 71 DOWN
expansion words.
Method
UP synonyms
(partial)

Synonyms

Correlation

"提高"

0.863
0.824
0.814
0.805
0.850
0.832
0.813
0.800

"快速增长"
"多达"
"增大"

DOWN synonyms
(partial)

"降低"
"减低"
"大跌"
"滑落"

-

Finally, through the process of assigning a score for each sentiment word described above,
a public opinion dictionary specific to the real estate market is obtained.

-

The dictionary contains 563 words in the UP group and 582 words in the DOWN group.

4 Empirical Results
4.2.2 Classification Test
-

The dictionary constructed in this paper has a news classification function.
𝑁𝑉! > 0 shows that the theme of the news is the overheating of the real estate market. 𝑁𝑉! < 0
indicates that the real estate market is cold. The magnitude of 𝑁𝑉! reflects the degree of market
fluctuation.
Comparison of classification methods: TF-IDF method/SVM
Method

Public Opinion Dictionary

TF-IDF

TF-IDF&SVM

Classification Accuracy

0.882

0.844

0.864

ü The constructed public opinion dictionary has a good classification effect and
classification accuracy reaches 88.2%.
ü Machine learning methods can indeed improve the classification effect of the
original model to a certain extent.

4 Empirical Results
4.3.1 Descriptive Analysis

4.3 Evaluation of Real Estate
Public Opinion Indices
-

Due to the strong regional characteristics of
the real estate market, we have constructed
the real estate market public opinion
index for nationwide, first-tier cities and
Beijing.

-

House prices are one of the most vivid and
effective indicators of the real estate market.
Therefore, the China house prices (national
commodity residential sales / sale area), firsttier city house prices (average house prices
in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen)
and the average price of commercial
houses in Beijing are compared with public
opinion indexes.

4 Empirical Results
4.3.2 Peak-and-Trough Analysis
-

In order to explore the long-term trend relationship between public opinion index and house prices, we use
X12 seasonal adjustment to extract the trend cycle term (TC) of the two for peak and trough analysis.

ü The time difference correlation
coefficient between public
opinion index and TC term of
house price are 0.9284 (first-tier
cities) and 0.7651 (Beijing),
respectively, which is a strong
correlation.
Index
Public opinion index (BJ)
House price (BJ)
Time difference

Peak
2015/8
2015/10
3

Trough
2016/2
2016/7
6

Peak
2016/6
2017/1
7

Trough
2017/5
2017/10
6

Peak
2018/2
2018/5
4

Trough
2018/12
2019/1
2

ü The public opinion index is
about 5 months ahead of
housing prices.

4 Empirical Results
4.3.3 Comparison of Index Construction Methods
-

We use the common TF-IDF method and the stock market sentiment index construction
method to build a public opinion index for comparison.

-

The stock market sentiment index construction method is:
1 + ∑;89: 𝑁%87
𝑃𝑆𝑆7 = 𝑙𝑛
1 + ∑<
'9: 𝑁/'7
where ult is the number of news in the UP group this month, and dkt is the number of news in
the DOWN group. It reflects the ratio of the numbers of two groups of news.

4 Empirical Results
4.4 Stability Test of Public Opinion Index
-

Whether the real estate news data from "Sina Real
Estate" used in this paper can cover most of the
information on Internet news.

-

Whether the established public opinion index has
stability.

-

We used the Sohu news data set, and captured data
from news sites such as NetEase and Phoenix Net
to expand it.

-

A total of 5,980 real estate news from other websites.

-

Time range: 2016.9-2016.10.

-

By using the same public opinion index construction
method, a new weekly public opinion index is
constructed for testing.

The correlation coefficient is 0.889, the public
opinion index established in this paper is stable
in terms of data source.
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5 Conclusions
• This paper proposes a dictionary construction framework for quantifying news
sentiment.
-

Selecting seed words, expanding seed words, scoring emotional words, and integrating dictionaries.

-

This method can be applied to the quantification of news and public opinions in other economic markets.

• The dictionary with context-based sentiment scores provides a more accurate way
to quantify opinions in news text and has revealed better performance in text
polarity classification test.
-

Comprehensiveness and Consistency : The constructed dictionary manages to incorporate opinion
words and sentiment words together, and the scoring follows similar logic.

-

Succinctness: Seed words are selected by text-rank and TFIDF algorithms; Synonym extensions are
selected according to their correlation with corresponding seed words; Sentiment words are filtered by
the PMI.

5 Conclusions
• This public opinion index is stable across various data sets.
-

The method can effectively extract the main information in news data.

-

Better than the method of using sentiment scores for general purpose.

• Real estate public sentiment index can be used for early warning and forecast
research of housing prices.
-

Analysis of peaks and troughs, public opinion index show leading patterns of house prices change
by an average of 5 months.

Future research:
-

More topics besides the real estate industry need to be explored in our future work.

-

The reliability of news and the impact of news of different reliability on people's economic
behavior is a valuable research issue.

-

We will explore the possibility of unsupervised classification test or using same labeled samples
for related economic topics in our future work.

Thanks for your comments and suggestions！

